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More on loops...



Ternary operator

In some cases it is handy to 

be able to initialize a variable 

depending on the value of 

another one.



Ternary operator

In some cases it is handy to 

be able to initialize a variable 

depending on the value of 

another one.

NOTE: this is considered 

non-pythonic!

Syntax:

variable = value if condition else other_value



Continue - Break

Sometimes it is useful to skip an 
entire iteration of a loop or end the 
loop before its supposed end. 

This can be achieved with two 
different statements: 

continue and break.



Continue

Within a for or while loop, continue 
makes the interpreter skip that 
iteration and move to the next.

for el in collection:
#statement1
#statement2
…
if condition:

continue
…
#statement_n

while condition:
#statement1
#update condition
if other_condition:

continue
…
#statement_n
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Continue

Continue can be used also within while 
loops but we need to be careful and 
remember to update the value of the 
variable before reaching the continue 
statement or we will get stuck in 
never-ending loops.
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Break

Within a for or while loop, 
break makes the interpreter exit 
the loop and continue with the 
sequential execution. 
Sometimes it is useful to get out 
of the loop if to complete our 
task we do not need to get to 
the end of the loop.

while condition:
#statement1
#update condition
if other_condition:

break
…
#statement_n

#other_sequential

for el in collection:
#statement1
#statement2
…
if condition:

break
…
#statement_n

#other_sequential



Break
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sequential execution. 
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task we do not need to get to 
the end of the loop.



Break

Using breaks or flags….



List comprehension

List comprehension is a quick way to 
create a list. 

The resulting list is normally obtained 
by applying a function or a method 
to the elements of another list that 
remains unchanged.

if condition
optional



List comprehension



List comprehension



Dictionaries

A dictionary is a map between one 
object, the key and another object, the 
value. 

Dictionaries are mutable objects and 
contain sequences of mappings key –> 
object but there is not specific 
ordering among them. 

Dictionaries are defined using the curly 
braces {key1 : value1, key2 : value2} 
and : to separate keys from values.

k1

k2

k3

val1

val2

val3

Keys Values

:

:



Dictionaries

Keys must be immutable objects



Dictionaries

Functions on dictionaries R/W
mutable!



Dictionaries

Methods of dictionaries

NOTE: the same applies to dict.values()



Dictionaries

Accessing a value through the key of a 
dictionary requires that the pair key-value 
one searches for is present in the 
dictionary. If the searched key is not 
present the interpreter crashes out 
throwing a KeyError



Dictionaries

Explicitly test presence of key Use get



Dictionaries

Use the in-line help...



Dictionaries
Example Given the protein sequence below, store in 
a dictionary all the aminoacids present and count 
how many times they appear. Finally print out the 
stats (e.g. how many amino-acids are present, the 
most frequent, the least frequent and the frequency 
of all of them in alphabetical order).



http://qcbsciprolab2020.readthedocs.io/en/latest/practical5.html
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